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Abstract: Under some conditions, light boson elds grow exponentially around a rotating
black hole, called the superradiance instability. We discuss eects of nonlinear interactions
of the boson on the instability. In particular, we focus on the eect of the particle produc-
tion and show that the growth of the boson cloud may be saturated much before the black
hole spin is extracted by the boson cloud, while the nonlinear interactions also induce the
boson emission. For application, we revisit the superradiant instability of the standard
model photon, axion and hidden photon.
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1 Introduction
There may exist light scalar elds in theories beyond the standard model [1] and many ideas
are proposed to nd signatures of such light particles including terrestrial experiments and
astrophysical observations. One of the ideas is to see the eects of light particles on the
black hole physics. As we briey review below, light bosons around a rotating black hole
(or Kerr black hole) may experience a so-called superradiant instability and the boson
cloud may be formed. It can signicantly aect the evolution of the black hole through the
extraction of its mass and spin by the boson cloud, which can be severely constrained by
observations. Theoretical and phenomenological aspects of black hole superradiance are
found in refs. [2{28].
A massive scalar eld  with its mass  around a black hole satises the Klein-Gordon
equation
(  2) = 0: (1.1)
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Under the Kerr metric, the solution to this equation of the form  / e i!t+im' is found,
where m is a quantum number corresponds to angular momentum around the rotating axis
and ' is the azimuthal angle. The frequency ! = !R + i!I is given by
!R ' 

1  
2
2(n+ `+ 1)2

; (1.2)
!I ' 1
n`mGMBH
(~am  2r+) (GMBH)4`+5; (1.3)
for GMBH  1 [6], where G is the Newton constant, MBH is the black hole mass, ~a 
a=(GMBH) is the dimensionless spin parameter in the range 0  ~a  1 with a being
the parameter appearing in the Kerr metric, which is related to the black hole angular
momentum JBH through a = JBH=MBH, r+ = GMBH +
p
(GMBH)2   a2 represents the
event horizon and n`m is a numerical constant for the principal quantum number n and
orbital angular momentum quantum number `. We have also dened a dimensionless
quantity   GMBH for convenience.1 It is seen that if a is larger than the critical value
acrit = 2r+GMBH=m+O(2), !I is positive and the instability happens. This is called the
superradiant instability. The growth rate is maximized for the mode (n; `;m) = (0; 1; 1),
~a ' 1 and  ' 0:42: in this case we have !I  10 7 [8]. For this reason, the typical
time scale of the superradiant instability2 is taken to be ! 1I . Note that !I is a very steep
function of the combination GMBH and hence the instability soon becomes inecient for
smaller GMBH. Numerically we have
GMBH '


1:3 10 10 eV

MBH
M

: (1.4)
For astrophysical black holes M . MBH . 1010M, for example, the target scalar mass
is 10 11 eV &  & 10 21 eV.
A similar superradiant instability happens also for vector bosons. In this cases the
frequency is calculated as [11, 13, 14, 20, 23]
!R ' 

1  
2
2(n+ `+ 1)2

; (1.5)
!I ' j`
GMBH
(~am  2r+) (GMBH)2j+2`+5; (1.6)
for GMBH  1, where j is the total angular momentum and j` denotes a numerical
constant. It reaches a maximum growing rate !I  10 3 for (`; j) = (0; 1), ~a ' 1 and
  0:5 [23, 26].
The above analysis shows that if there exists a light scalar or vector boson, it experi-
ences a superradiant instability around the near-extremal Kerr black hole and the boson
1The factor (~am   2r+) in eq. (1.3) can be rewritten as 2r+(m
H   ) by using the angular velocity
of black hole event horizon, 
H = a=(r
2
+ + a
2).
2In reality, it roughly takes ln(max=)  100 times more for the boson cloud to be formed from the
vacuum uctuation and extract the angular momentum, where max is the maximal amplitude of the cloud.
Thus we dene the superradiance time scale as SR = ln(max=)!
 1
I and use it in gures in the rest of
this paper.
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cloud is formed. The instability continues until a signicant fraction of black hole mass
or spin is extracted by the boson cloud and a becomes smaller than acrit. Thus the mea-
surement of the black hole spin can constrain the existence of such a light scalar or vector
boson [19, 20].
So far, it has been assumed that the boson is a free eld, i.e., it has only a gravitational
interaction. However, it is often the case that a boson has interactions with other elds.
A representative model of a light scalar is the axion-like particle, whose potential often
appears from some non-perturbative eect and looks like V ()  2f2(1  cos(=f)) with
axion decay constant f . In this case, the axion has nonlinear self interactions. The vector
boson also usually has gauge interactions with some other elds including charged matter
or the Higgs boson. In general, if we neglect any nonlinear interaction, the total mass of the
cloud when a substantial fraction of the black hole spin is extracted is Mcloud  ~aMBH=m,
which implies that the typical eld amplitude in the boson cloud is

2
  ~aMBH
mV2  8~a
5M2Pl; (1.7)
where MPl denotes the reduced Planck scale and V  () 3 is the eective volume
of the boson cloud. This shows that the eld amplitude is not very far from the Planck
scale, Thus, it is reasonable to expect that nonlinear eects plays important roles before
a signicant fraction of the black hole spin is extracted. These nonlinear interactions can
drastically modify phenomenological consequences of the superradiance. It would be a very
complicated task to precisely solve the dynamics including the nonlinearity in general, but
we can still obtain a reasonable estimate for the eect of the nonlinearity. In particular,
we focus on the eect of the particle production on the superradiant instability and its
phenomenological implications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the rough picture of nonlinear
eects on the superradiance is explained. In section 3 we consider some phenomenological
implications of such nonlinear eects. The Schwinger pair production of the standard
model photon around the primordial black hole and the particle creation by nonlinear
self-interactions of axion-like particle, hidden photon and generically interacting scalar is
discussed. Section 4 is devoted to conclusions and discussion.
2 Nonlinear eects on superradiant instability
2.1 Rough sketch
As explained above, if there is a bosonic particle, , and the mass is the same order as
the horizon radius of a Kerr black hole, the rotational energy of the Kerr black hole is
eciently extracted by  by the superradiant instability. Obtaining the rotational energy,
the  cloud emerges around the black hole. The amplitude of the cloud exponentially grows
up. As a result, a substantial fraction of the black hole energy and angular momentum are
transferred to the boson cloud.
However, as the boson cloud grows, the nonlinear interactions become important and
may aect the superradiant exponential growth. The following points need to be taken into
consideration in order to gure out how the nonlinearity aects the superradiance process.
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1. Self-interactions may produce  particles with higher momenta.
2. Other particles interacting with  may be produced.
3. The bound state spectrum between  and the black hole may be changed.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the rst two points. We may take the spectrum change,
in particular the distortion on !I , into account as the change of the eective mass, but in
the following models we discuss, it turns out that the particle creation process becomes
already eective before the eective mass signicantly changes. Thus, in the following,
we use the superradiance instability time scale in the linear regime to discuss the eect
of the particle production on the superradiance. This assumption is consistent with the
numerical simulations [12, 17]
The particle creation process leads to the energy leakage from the  cloud surrounding
the black hole. If the energy leakage rate by the particle creation becomes equivalent to
the energy extraction rate by superradiance at a given amplitude, NL, above which the
leakage rate is larger, the extracted energy can be considered to be dominantly converted
into the created particle. Then, the cloud does not grow up and thus the amplitude of 
cannot be larger than NL. Once the exponential growth of the amplitude stops at NL, so
does the energy/angular momentum extraction rate by the superradiant instability. In such
cases, the energy/angular momentum loss rate of the black hole becomes saturated and
constant in time. Compared with the free boson superradiant instability, where the loss
rate exponentially grows up, the typical time scale needed for a substantial energy/angular
momentum extraction becomes signicantly lengthen.
Hence, in order to calculate the black hole spinning down time correctly, we need to
estimate the particle creation rate in the boson cloud. In the next section, we derive the
particle production rate for several models with nonlinear interactions. Before going into
concrete setups, we below summarize some general aspects of the black hole evolution
taking account of nonlinear eects.
2.2 Time evolution of black hole
Let us consider the system of a rotating black hole and the boson cloud surrounding it,
which is formed by the superradiant instability. The mass and angular momentum of the
rotating black hole are denoted by MBH and JBH and those of cloud consisting of light
scalar/vector boson are denoted by Mcloud and Jcloud, respectively. The angular momen-
tum of the could is given by Jcloud = (m=)Mcloud. The time evolution of the cloud is
described by
_Mcloud = 2!IMcloud   _MNL (2.1)
_Jcloud = 2!IJcloud   _JNL; (2.2)
where _MNL and _JNL represent the energy and angular momentum extraction rate due to
nonlinear eects, respectively.3 Similarly, the time evolution of the black hole is described
3The eect of gravitational wave emission is safely neglected in the discussion as far as the nonlinear
eect becomes important much before the eld amplitude grows to the Planck scale.
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by
_MBH =  2!IMcloud + _Macc (2.3)
_JBH =  2!IJcloud + _Jacc; (2.4)
where _Macc and _Jacc represent the accretion from the surrounding matter, respectively. The
total mass and angular momentum of the black hole-cloud system are: Mtot = MBH+Mcloud
and Jtot = JBH + Jcloud. Their time evolution are thus governed by
_Mtot = _Macc   _MNL; (2.5)
_Jtot = _Jacc   _JNL: (2.6)
The accretion rate depends on the environment around the black hole. However, there
is an upper bound, the Eddington limit, at which the gravitational infall into the black hole
and the radiation pressure from the falling matter is balanced. If this bound is saturated,
the typical accretion time scale is
acc ' MBH_Macc
=
T
4Gmp
' 1:4 1015 sec; (2.7)
which is independent of the black hole mass, where mp is the proton mass, T is the
Thomson scattering cross section for the electron,  is the radiative eciency. For the
near-extremal Kerr black hole,   0:3 [29]. If the Eddington limit is not saturated, the
accretion time scale can be much longer.
First, let us suppose that there are no nonlinear eects and initially the superradiance
is inecient: GMBH  1. The total mass and angular momentum gradually increase
due to the accretion and the superradiant instability becomes eective around the epoch
GMBH  O(1) for the lowest-excited mode with m = 1. The typical time scale of the
superradiant instability, ! 1I  103-7 1, is very short compared with the accretion time
scale. Thus, the boson cloud forms rapidly, converting a signicant fraction of black hole
mass and spin into the cloud. Since
_a
a
=
_JBH
JBH
 
_MBH
MBH
=  2!IMcloud
MBH
m
~a
  1

; (2.8)
and the factor in the parenthesis is positive, the spin parameter a is decreasing through
this process. The superradiant instability stops when the spin a becomes smaller than the
critical value, acrit [3, 19, 20]. Typically, a black hole with dimensionless spin parameter
~a ' 1 loses its spin by O(1) fraction: ~a  ~a. The mass of the cloud at this stage is
Mcloud  Jcloud  JBH  (~a)MBH. After that, the mass and spin of black hole
again increase due to the accretion and the superradiant instability becomes inecient.
Thus, there would appear forbidden region on the black hole Regge plane (MBH vs. ~a),
which can be compared with observations. It can give constraints on light scalar and vector
bosons with mass range of 10 20 eV{10 11 eV [19, 20].
The story drastically changes if one takes account of nonlinear eects. As discussed in
the previous section, the growth of the boson cloud may rst stop much before it extracts
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the signicant fraction of the black hole mass and spin. The decrease of the black hole
mass and spin due to the superradiance at this point can be completely negligible, i.e.,
they are saturated at Mcloud  MBH and Jcloud  JBH, so that the observation may not
directly constrain the existence of such light bosons. However, here the second eect may
take an important role: the nonlinear interactions extract the boson cloud energy through
the production of other particles or emission of high frequency modes, represented by _MNL
and _JNL. Therefore, if the accretion rate is smaller than the extraction rate, the system
gradually loses mass and angular momentum. Although it may be much less ecient than
the case without nonlinear interaction, it is constrained from observations in principle.
In the next section we show some concrete examples in which nonlinear eects play
essential roles to discuss the phenomenological consequences of the superradiant instability.
3 Examples
3.1 Standard Model photon around primordial black hole
Here, we revisit the constraint on the primordial black hole (PBH) abundance from the
superradiance of the standard model electromagnetic photon [16]. Since the photon obtains
an eective mass in the ionized plasma, called the plasma frequency !p, the superradiant
instability may happen if there is a PBH with its mass satisfying GMBH!p =  (' 0:5).4
The plasma frequency is given by
!p =

4ene
me
1=2
' 2 10 8 eV

1 + z
104
3=2
X1=2e ; (3.1)
where Xe is the ionized fraction of the hydrogen. For a given PBH mass MBH, the condition
GMBH!p =  is satised at the redshift
1 + zM  4 102

M
MBH
2=3
X 1=3e 
2=3: (3.2)
Thus, the primordial black hole with MBH . 0:2M may experience the superradiant
instability before the recombination of the hydrogen: z & 1100. If there are PBHs with
mass of 10 8M .MBH . 0:2M, photon elds grow exponentially at the redshift 103 .
z . 2  106, and they can aect the cosmic microwave background (CMB) blackbody
spectrum. Thus, PBH abundance with this mass range may be severely constrained.5 In
the following we mainly focus on the case of MBH . 0:2M.
Now, we include the eect of the nonlinearity, which may suppress the eciency of the
instability. We discuss the Schwinger pair production. The Schwinger eect is reviewed in
4The initial spin of the PBH ~amay be typically percent level [30{32] if the PBH is formed at the radiation-
dominated era. In this case, the eect of superradiance around PBHs may be extremely small since a > acrit
requires small GMBH that greatly suppresses !I . If the PBH is formed at the matter-dominated era, on
the other hand, the initial spin can be large [33]. Below we assume that ~a is at least O(0:1).
5The lifetime of the PBH through the Hawking radiation is HR  3  1072 sec (MBH=M)3. For the
PBH mass range of our interest, we can neglect the eect of Hawking radiation.
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appendix A. First let us compare typical time scales. The Hubble time scale is given by
Hub = H
 1 '
8>>><>>>:
5 109 sec

105
1 + z
2
for z  zeq;
8 1014 sec

102
1 + z
3=2
for 1 z  zeq
(3.3)
where zeq  3  103 is the redshift at the matter-radiation equality. The superradiant
instability time scale is given by
! 1I  103GMBHf~a  5 10 3 sec f~a

MBH
M

; (3.4)
where we have introduced a factor f~a that represents the eciency of the superradiant
instability, which is a steep function of the black hole spin ~a. For the (`; j) = (0; 1) mode,
it takes f~a  1 for ~a ' 1 and f~a  103 for ~a ' 0:6 [26]. Thus, the instability time scale
can be much shorter than the Hubble time scale for the PBH mass of our interest and
the photon eld grows rapidly. On the other hand, as explained in the appendix A, the
photon energy density around the black hole is saturated at maxA  eA2max(m2e=e)2 due to
the Schwinger eect, where eAmax  0:05. Thus, the time scale of losing O(1) fraction of
the black hole spin is estimated as
NL  JBH_JNL
 aMBH!p
!ImaxA V
 6 108 sec
 
f~a~a
7eA2max
!
M
MBH

: (3.5)
It can be much longer than the Hubble time scale. Still, however, the gradual energy
extraction from the PBH happens. In one Hubble time, the fraction of energy extracted
from one PBH is estimated as6
fext  ~aJBH
JBH
 min
"
~a; 5 105
 eA2max
f~a22=3
!
MBH
M
7=3#
: (3.6)
for zM  zeq, where we have substituted z = zM (3.2) assuming !pGMBH = . Therefore,
for MBH  0:1M, we have fext  ~a and the energy extraction due to the superradiant
instability is much less ecient than the estimate given in [16]. The extracted energy is
liberated in the form of electron-positron pair and they are expected to be mildly rela-
tivistic. Thus, they aect the CMB spectrum through the so-called - or y-distortion.
For the injection around 105 . z . 2  106 the distortion may be characterized by the 
parameter, which is given by  ' 1:4r=r while for the injection around 103 . z . 105
it is characterized by the Compton y parameter, which is given by y = r=(4r). The
COBE FIRAS experiment puts upper bound on these parameters as  < 9  10 5 and
y < 1:5 10 5 [34]. In either case, the injection of the radiative energy r=r is severely
6Since the plasma frequency changes by O(1) after one Hubble time and the instability time scale is a
very steep function of !p, we can approximate that the instability lasts for about one Hubble time during
which !pGMBH  .
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Figure 1. Constraint on the PBH abundance fPBH as a function of PBH mass. The blue and
orange lines are the constraints from COBE and future PIXIE experiments, respectively. The
solid and dotted lines are for the constraint with and without considering the photon amplitude
saturation by the Schwinger pair production, respectively. For M . 10 6M, we have used the
same assumption as ref. [16]. We have taken (~a; f~a) = (1; 1) in the left panel and (~a; f~a) = (0:6; 10
3)
in the right panel.
constrained. In the present case, we have
r
r
' fextfPBH DM
r
' fextfPBH

1 + zeq
1 + zM

(3.7)

8>>><>>>:
7fPBH ~a
1=3

MBH
M
2=3
for fext  ~a
4 106fPBH
 eA2max
f~a8
!
MBH
M
3
for fext  ~a
; (3.8)
where fPBH denotes the energy fraction of PBH in the total dark matter density. There-
fore, for MBH  10 3M, the energy injection is too small to aect the CMB blackbody
spectrum even if fPBH = 1. Only the mass range 10
 3M . MBH . 0:2M can be con-
strained from the COBE FIRAS data. In future, the PIXIE experiment can reach the
sensitivity   10 8 and y  10 9 [35] and hence they may be sensitive to the mass range
10 5M . MBH . 0:2M. Figure 1 summarizes the constraint on fPBH. We have taken
(~a; f~a) = (1; 1) in the left panel and (~a; f~a) = (0:6; 10
3) in the right panel. The PBH
abundance with this mass range is also constrained by Subaru HSC [36], MACHO [37],
EROS [38] and OGLE [39] experiments at the level of fPBH . 10 3{10 1. Thus the COBE
FIRAS and PIXIE may give more stringent constraint, but one should notice that it cru-
cially depends on the black hole spin ~a. If the typical size of the PBH spin parameter is
O(0:01) or below, f~a becomes extremely large and the CMB observation would not give a
meaningful constraint.
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3.2 Axion with cosine potential
Let us consider the axion-like particle  with a potential
V () = 2f
2

1  cos


f

; (3.9)
where  denotes the axion mass and f is the axion decay constant, which we assume to be
smaller than the Planck scale: f .MPl. The axion mass range 10 20 eV .  . 10 11 eV
causes the superradiant instability for the astrophysical black holes with mass of 109M &
MBH &M.
The early stage of the superradiant instability is the same as the free massive scalar.
The typical time scale at this stage is
! 1I  107  1 ' 66 sec

10 10 eV


: (3.10)
Initially, the axion cloud exponentially develops, but the non-linearity becomes important
when the axion eld value becomes close to f .7 The axion potential energy density is
bounded as  < 
2
f
2 and it implies that the total angular momenta of the axion cloud
is bounded as Jcloud=JBH . 8f2=(~a5M2Pl). Thus, for f  5=2MPl, the axion cloud
extracts only a tiny fraction of the mass and spin of the black hole within a superradiant
time scale. However, the axion nonlinear self-interactions cause the emission of the axion
particle. Due to this axion emission, the Kerr black hole gradually loses the mass and
spin. The energy loss rate due to the axion emission rate in the massless approximation is
estimated as (see appendix B for derivation)
_MNL ' 1
162
Z
d

"Z
d3x0
2
6f2
_2(tret; ~x
0)
#2
 Cf2; (3.11)
where tret  t jx x0j, x is the innite point in 
 direction and C is a numerical constant
that is independent of the axion mass . We take C  10 3 from numerical simulation [12].
Similarly the angular momentum extraction rate is roughly _JNL  _MNL=.8 The spin loss
time scale of the black hole is then given by
NL  JBH_JNL
 7 1011 sec ~a

10 3
C

MBH
M

1012 GeV
f
2
: (3.12)
We have shown the time for the Kerr black hole to lose O(1) of the angular momentum
in term of f in gure 2. As we have discussed, the exponential growth of the axion cloud
eciently extracts the angular momentum for f & 1017 GeV and the spin loss time is
7The nonlinear eect on the axion superradiance due to the axion-photon coupling aF eF was discussed
in refs. [40{42]. Here we only focus on the non-linearity due to the axion self-interaction.
8It had been pointed out that burst like phenomena called bosenova might happen repeatedly due to
the attractive self interaction of the axion [10, 12, 17, 18]. However, an improved numerical simulation is
not so supportive as previous studies and the saturation of the axion eld is seen [43]. Even if the bosenova
happens, the estimation (3.11) can be used by modifying the constant C ( 10 6).
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Figure 2. The relation between the spin loss time by the axion cloud and the axion decay constant.
The blue, orange and green bands are for  = 10
 20; 10 15 and 10 10 eV, respectively. The upper
(lower) lines of the band correspond to C = 10 6 (10 3). The red dotted line shows the accretion
time scale, eq. (2.7) with  = 0:3. We take ~a = 1 and  = 0:5. The mass of the Kerr black hole is
given as =G for each bands, i.e., MBH=M  1010; 105 and 1 for the blue, red and green band,
respectively.
determined by just the superradiance time scale SR (see footnote 2). On the other hand,
for much smaller f , the energy density of the cloud is saturated and the spin is decreased
only linearly with time due to the axion emission. In this regime the spin loss time scale
is mainly determined by NL. The eciency may depend on C, but for some parameter
regions, the spin loss rate by the particle emission is faster than the accretion time scale,
eq. (2.7). Thus the observation of high spin black holes with these region may put a
constraint on the corresponding axion mass even if the exponential growth ceases due to
the nonlinearity. In particular, for 1016 GeV . f . 1017 GeV, the particle creation process
time scale is as fast as the superradiance time scale for C  10 3. On the other hand, if
the accretion time scale is shorter than the spin down time scale, the superradiance does
not much aect the black hole evolution.
3.3 Hidden photon with Higgs mechanism
Next let us consider the black hole superradiance with the light hidden photon eld. We
assume that the hidden photon mass is generated by the Higgs mechanism.9 The relevant
Lagrangian is
L =  1
4
FF
 + jDj2   V (); (3.13)
where  denotes the Higgs eld, D = @ igA and g is the gauge coupling constant.
The Higgs potential V () is arranged so that the Higgs eld obtains a VEV jj = v=p2.
By using the gauge U(1) degree of freedom, one can take the unitary gauge such that the
Higgs eld is expanded as  = (v + )=
p
2 where  is the radial uctuation of the Higgs
9The eect of Higgs interaction on the vector boson superradiance was briey mentioned in ref. [23].
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and the Goldstone mode is gauged away. The Lagrangian is then given by
L =  1
4
FF
 +
1
2
(@)
2   V () + 1
2
g2(v + )2AA
: (3.14)
In the vacuum,  = 0, the hidden photon has a mass of A = gv. In the limit of heavy
, we can neglect the dynamics of  and we are left with just a massive hidden photon
theory, as also realized in the Stuckelberg mechanism. However, there are still nontrivial
phenomenological eects by  on the superradiant instability of the vector boson unless
 is innitely heavy, as explained below. Since we are interested in the very light hidden
photon with mass of A . 10 11 eV, we focus on the case of   A where  is the 
mass. On the other hand, assuming the perturbativity of the Higgs self coupling, we have
an inequality  . v = A=g. Thus we need very small g for satisfying   A.
Let us suppose that A = gv satises the superradiant condition. Then, the vector
eld is amplied around the rotating black hole and  gets an additional potential term
of g2(v + )2 hAAi =2 due to the nite density eect. If the physical Higgs mass is
large enough, i.e.,   A, one can neglect the dynamics of  and integrate out it. For
concreteness, we take the Higgs potential as V () = (jj2  v2=2)2. In this case, we have
2 = 2v
2. Taking account of the vector background, one can nd the extrema of the
eective potential at
 =  v and v
 
 1
r
1  X
Xmax
!
: (3.15)
where we have dened X   AA and
Xmax  v
2
g2
=
2
2g2
: (3.16)
For X < Xmax, there are minima represented by the second solutions of (3.15) and 
tracks this temporal minimum of the potential. For X > Xmax these solutions disappear
and  =  v becomes a minimum, which means the symmetry restoration. In the following,
we assume X < Xmax. The resulting eective \potential" of the vector eld is obtained by
substituting the second solution of (3.15) into the original potential and given by
Ve(A) =
1
2
2AX

1  X
2Xmax

: (3.17)
This nonlinear self-interactions of the vector boson has appeared after integrating out .
This implies that there is an upper bound on the vector eld X above which the backreac-
tion to the Higgs eld becomes important and the symmetry is restored. In a realistic setup,
the superradiant instability is expected to eectively stops when the nonlinearity of the
vector boson becomes important before the symmetry restoration happens, similarly to the
case of axion. In any case, the upper bound is roughly estimated as X  Xmax. Thus, the
energy density of the vector boson cloud around a rotating black hole is bounded as maxA 
2A
2
=g
2. Then, the ratio of the total angular momenta of the cloud and the black hole is
Jcloud
JBH
. V
max
A
~aMBH
  hXimax
8~a5M2Pl
 
2

8~a5g2M2Pl
; (3.18)
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where V denotes the eective volume of the cloud and we took V ' (A) 3 (see ap-
pendix A). Therefore, for   5=2gMPl, the total angular momenta of the vector cloud
is much smaller than that of the central black hole and hence the superradiance cannot
take a substantial fraction of the black hole energy and spin away.
Here is one remark. In the above discussion X '  (A0)2 + (Ai)2 is assumed to grow
through the superradiance. It is justied as follows. In a pure massive vector eld theory
it is known that the vector eld automatically satises the Lorenz condition DA
 = 0
through the equation of motion. One can show that the same is approximately true also in a
theory with eective vector potential (3.17) for jX=Xmaxj  1. Since the typical time vari-
ation scale of the vector cloud is  1A while the spatially varying scale is (A)
 1, we should
have (Ai)
2 > (A0)
2 to satisfy the Lorentz condition and hence we can take X  (Ai)2.
As in the case of axion, still there may be energy extraction processes from the system
of black hole and vector boson cloud. Note that the oscillating A eld cannot induce
particle production of  in our setup since g2X2A & 4, the condition we discuss in the
next subsection, is not satised. However, there are eective self-interactions of the vector
eld as expressed in (3.17). It induces the emission of the vector boson and extracts the
energy and angular momentum of the system. Similarly to the axion case, we can estimate
the emission rate as (see appendix B for derivation)
_MNL ' 1
162
Z
d


@
@t
Z
d3x0
2g22A
2
XAi(tret; ~x
0)
2
' C
2

g2
; (3.19)
where C is a numerical constant independent of the vector boson mass A. A detailed
numerical simulation is required to nd a value of C. The energy/spin loss time scale of
the black hole is then given by
NL  JBH_JNL
 7 1011 sec ~a

10 3
C

MBH
M

1012 GeV
=g
2
; (3.20)
which signicantly depends on the value of =g.
We have again shown the relation between the spin loss time and the characteristic
scale, =g, in gure 3. As we have discussed, the exponential growth eventually stops for
=g & 1018 GeV. However, as is the case for the axion, in some parameter regions, the non-
linear particle emission process is faster than the accretion and the substantial spin of the
black hole is extracted. Thus, such parameter regions can be constrained from observations.
3.4 Scalar with four-point interaction
Finally, let us discuss a scenario where the superradiant degree of freedom is a scalar
boson, , which interacts with another scalar particle, . Ignoring the other interactions,
the Lagrangian is
L = 1
2
(@)2 +
1
2
(@)2   
2

2
2   
2

2
2   g
2
2
22: (3.21)
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Figure 3. The relation between the spin loss time by the hidden photon cloud and =g. The blue,
orange and green bands are for A = 10
 20; 10 15 and 10 10 eV, respectively. The upper (lower)
lines of the band correspond to C = 10 6 (10 3). The red dotted line shows the accretion time scale,
eq. (2.7) with  = 0:3. We take ~a = 1 and  = 0:5. The mass of the Kerr black hole is given as =AG
for each bands, i.e., MBH=M  1010; 105 and 1 for the blue, red and green band, respectively.
In the following, we only consider the case of    for simplicity. Note that the 22
interaction necessarily introduces the eective self-interaction of  as
Ve() =
(g22 + 2)
2
642
"
log
 
g22 + 2
2
!
  3
2
#
; (3.22)
where  denotes the renormalization point.10 Thus the  potential becomes eectively
quartic for jj & NL  8=g2.
First, let us suppose that the  potential is well approximated by the quadratic one:
V = 2
2=2. Assuming that  = 0 sint inside the superradiance cloud, the equation of
motion for k(t), the k-mode of  eld, is
k + (
2
 + k
2 + g220 sin
2 t)k = 0: (3.23)
Although the background geometry is not at, the Fourier decomposition is justied as
far as we are interested in the short wavelength modes. This is the Mathieu equation
that is analyzed in detail in the context of reheating after ination [44{48]. Let us shortly
review what happens in the limit where  is spatially homogeneous. First note that in the
small  amplitude regime essentially no particle production happens since    and
the perturbative particle production is kinematically forbidden. For the large amplitude
regime, g0  2, there are  modes satisfying
g0 & 2 + k2 (3.24)
10It should be understood that the mass of  around the origin  = 0 is renormalized to be  after sum-
ming up the bare mass and that arises from (3.22). Similarly, the four point  self coupling is renormalized
to be zero around the origin.
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and the  particle with such momenta k exponentially grows through the so-called broad
parametric resonance [47, 48]. In this regime O(1) particles per volume V  k 3 are
produced within time duration of t   1 , where k2  g0   2. Ignoring the self-
interaction of  at this stage is justied if
g2 . 82: (3.25)
For a while, we assume that this inequality is satised. Otherwise, the  potential would
be dominated by the eective quartic one V  (g44=642) log(2) before the particle
production is switched on.
Now let us adopt a similar analysis to the boson cloud around a black hole. At the rst
stage the interaction term is negligible and  cloud begins to grow due to the superradiant
instability. When the amplitude reaches around g0  2, the  particle production
begins to be ecient.
It should be noticed that the produced  particles are relativistic at the very instant
of their production, which happens at the time interval t 
q
k2 + 2=(g0) around
when  passes through  = 0, but they soon become non-relativistic as  increases again.
It implies that the most of the created particles cannot escape from the gravity of black
hole, since a particle must be at least semi-relativistic during the time interval longer than
GMBH   1 in order to escape. Therefore, through the particle production process, the 
cloud appears in association with superradiant  cloud. Their time evolution is described by
_M
()
cloud = 2!IM
()
cloud   _Mprod; (3.26)
_M
()
cloud =
_Mprod; (3.27)
where _Mprod denotes the energy transfer rate due to particle production, which is basically
an increasing function of 0.
11 Thus, it is expected that the growth of  cloud stops when
_Mprod becomes comparable to the superradiant growth rate 2!IM
()
cloud.  cloud still con-
tinues to grow and eventually the backreaction of  to the  potential becomes important,
when the  and  energy density become comparable. Then, the  particle production is
terminated.
If the inequality (3.25) is inverted, the eective 4 potential becomes important before
the particle production process becomes ecient. In this case, the superradiance is expected
to stop at 0 . NL. Therefore, in either case, the interaction term tends to make the
superradiant instability inecent. A precise estimation is dicult because of the nontrivial
conguration of the both clouds and nonlinearity, but it is a reasonable expectation that the
growth of the cloud stops when the particle production becomes ecient or the nonlinearity
of the potential becomes eective.
Finally, we briey comment on the case of interaction with a Fermion. The Lagrangian
is
L = 1
2
(@)2   
2

2
2 + i  =@        y   : (3.28)
11After time average over one  oscillation  1 , we may have _Mprod  g0k3V.
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The broad parametric resonance again creates  particle out of the  background. The
dierence is that the parametric resonance does not grow up exponentially unlike the scalar
interaction because of the Pauli's exclusion principle [49{51]. However, the non-linear self
interaction for  generated by the  loop may make the superradiance inecient.
4 Conclusions and discussion
Recently, the black hole superradiance phenomena have been drawing lots of attention as
a probe of ultralight boson elds. The most previous studies focused on the case where
the boson is a free eld and there have been much progress on the understanding of the
physics of superradiance and its phenomenological implications.
In this paper, we have discussed several eects of nonlinear interactions of the boson
eld on the superradiance and the resultant evolution of black holes. Although it is dicult
to precisely calculate the evolution of the boson cloud and the black hole due to the
nonlinearity, we can still make reasonable estimates for the nonlinear eects. One of the key
eects is the saturation of the eld amplitude at which the nonlinearity becomes important.
It has two possible origins: the modication of the scalar potential itself and the eect of
particle production. We partly relied on the fact that the numerical simulation of the self-
interacting axion cloud shows a saturation of the eld value around which the nonlinear
eect becomes important [12, 43]. It is not clear what happens for the general form of the
nonlinear scalar potential, but it is unlikely that the cloud continues to grow even if the
particle production becomes very ecient. We need further studies on this point. The other
key eect is that the nonlinear interactions lead to the emission of high momentum particles
from the boson cloud, which extracts energy and angular momentum of the cloud. Even if
the eld amplitude is saturated as explained above, there is a gradual energy loss process.
Taking these eects into account, we have considered the evolution of the black hole
and surrounding boson cloud for some concrete examples. The standard model photon
can experience the superradiant instability since it has a plasma mass and it can satisfy
the superradiant condition if there are PBHs in the early universe. However, it necessarily
causes the Schwinger pair production as the photon eld grows and there is an upper bound
on the eciency of the energy injection from PBHs to the plasma. We have shown that
the constraint on the PBH abundance may be much weaker than the previous estimate.
The axion with cosine potential is also considered. This case is already studied numer-
ically [12, 43]. Our whole picture, i.e., the saturation of the eld value and the extraction
of energy and angular momentum, is roughly consistent with the numerical study.
We have also discussed the light hidden photon whose mass comes from the Higgs mech-
anism. It is shown that the growth of the hidden photon due to the superradiant instability
modies the Higgs potential so that the conguration of the Higgs expectation value around
the black hole becomes nontrivial. In the limit of heavy Higgs, we eectively obtain a theory
of the self-interacting hidden photon, which is a bit similar to the axion. Depending on the
value of =g, the production of the hidden photon can be so inecient that there are es-
sentially no observable consequences. Conversely, we can constrain =g from observations.
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Our study may not go beyond rough order-of-magnitude estimations, but it shows
several drastic eects on the boson cloud and black holes and their observational conse-
quences. Since there are a priori no reasons to expect that these ultralight bosons are free
massive elds, it is essential to understand nonlinear eects precisely for the purpose to
prove a nature of ultralight bosons, although they require detailed numerical simulations.
We leave these issues to future works.
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A Schwinger pair production
A.1 Schwinger pair production rate
Here, we discuss a superradiant instability induced by a massive vector boson, A, with
a current interaction between a Dirac Fermion with charge  1,  , which we call as the
electron. The Lagrangian for A is
L =  1
4
FF
 +
2A
2
A2   eAJ + i  =@  me   ; (A.1)
where F  @A   @A, A is the mass of A, e is the matter charge, J is the electron
current and me is the electron mass.
The eective Lagrangian is obtained by integrating the electron elds out [52, 53].
Le =  1
4
F 2 +
2A
2
A2   iTr 
xj ln(i =D  me)jx ; (A.2)
where D  ip^  ieA(x^), jxi is the eigenvector of an innite dimensional matrix x^ with
an eigenvalue x corresponding to the spacetime coordinate and p^ is the matrix satisfying
[x^; p^ ] =  i . Ignoring the mass term, for the constant electromagnetic eld F ,
we can calculate the matrix element exactly and obtains the so-called Euler-Heisenberg
Lagrangian [54].
LEH =  1
4
F 2 +
e
8
Z 1
0
dse sm
2
e+is"

Re cosh(esX)
Im cosh(esX)
F eF + 4
e2s2
+
2
3
F 2

; (A.3)
where e  e2=4, X 
q
1
2F
2   i2F eF and eF  12F .
The eective action,  e 
R
d4xLEH, governs the vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude for
the given constant F background. If the amplitude jexp(i e)j2 is smaller than unity,
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then the other states, the electron and positron pair, emerge from the background. Thus,
the discrepancy is the electron pair creation rate. Becauseei e2 = e 2Im ; (A.4)
the electron pair production rate per unit volume,  S , is given as
 S(E) = 2ImLe = eE
2
2
1X
n=1
1
n2
exp

 nm
2
e
eE

: (A.5)
Here, the magnetic eld is assumed to be zero and the electric eld is denoted by E. This
pair-creation process is called the Schwinger eect [55].
A.2 Comparison with superradiance rate
We compare the energy loss rate by the Schwinger eect with the energy extraction by su-
perradiance from a Kerr black hole. Around the Kerr black hole, the superradiant cloud has
a size around (A)
 1. Thus the typical magnitude of the electric eld is E ' AA, where A
is the typical amplitude of the vector boson. Due to the superradiant instability, A(t) grows
exponentially with a frequency !I : A(t) / exp(!It). The energy density carried by the
vector eld is A  2AA2=2. As the vector cloud grows, electron-positron pair is produced
through the Schwinger eect, which reduces the energy of the vector cloud. The change of
the energy density of the vector boson cloud around the Kerr black hole may be described by
_Mcloud ' 2!IMcloud   2me
Z
 S(E) d
3x: (A.6)
For E > m2e=e, the Schwinger pair production process is unsuppressed. In this case one
can easily estimate that the Schwinger production rate exceeds the superradaince rate if
!I < eme=
2, which is satised for the standard model photon and electron. Therefore,
it is expected that the superradiant growth stops at some instant where the Schwinger
production rate becomes comparable to the superradiance rate.
Note that the produced electrons and positrons are accelerated by the electric eld but
they do not give net energy loss of the vector cloud. This is because the electric eld ~E is
oscillating with time scale  1A and correspondingly the velocity of the electron/positron
~v is also oscillating, but the work done by the electric eld is proportional to ~E  ~v that
becomes zero after time average. Actually, however, there are number of eects that can
reduce the electron/positron energy: the electron-positron pair annihilation, synchrotron
emission associated with the magnetic eld, interaction with plasma, absorption by the
black hole, etc. Nevertheless, eq. (A.6) gives a conservative estimate for the upper bound
on the magnitude of the vector boson amplitude. As will become clear below, the actual
upper bound is not so sensitive to the detailed process because the Schwinger production
rate is exponentially dependent on the vector boson amplitude.
Now let us estimate more precisely. We take the following approximate conguration
for the vector eld with the dominant mode (`; j) = (0; 1) [23],
Ai =  A(t)e ~r
0B@cos(At)sin(At)
0
1CA ; A0 = A(t)e ~r sin() cos(At  '); (A.7)
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where  is the polar angle, A(t) denotes the overall amplitude which grows with time during
the superradiant phase and we introduced dimensionless radial coordinate ~r  Ar. This
form of the solution is valid except for the near horizon region. By substituting it, we obtain
Mcloud =
Z
d3x

1
2
( ~E2 + ~B2) +
2A
2
(A20 +A
2
i )

' (A) 32AA2; (A.8)
neglecting terms suppressed by powers of . From this expression we may dene the eec-
tive volume of the cloud as V  (A) 3. On the other hand, the Schwinger production
rate is given byZ
 S(E) d
3x ' (A) 3m4e eA2 f( eA); f( eA)  Z 1
~rmin
d~r~r2e 2~r exp

 e
~reA

; (A.9)
to the leading order in , where we have dened dimensionless vector amplitude eA 
eAA=(m2e). Therefore, from (A.6), the superradiance rate becomes comparable to the
Schwinger production rate when
f( eA) ' 10 32A
4eme
; (A.10)
where we have used !I  10 3A for maximal growth rate. The function f( eA) is plotted
in gure 4. For the case of the standard model photon around PBHs studied in section 3.1,
we are interested in the range 10 8 eV . A . 10 5 eV. In this case eq. (A.10) is satised
for eA = eAmax  0:05. As far as we are only interested in the value of eA at which eq. (A.10)
is satised, the ambiguity on the energy loss process is not so important since f( eA) is an
exponentially sensitive function of eA. It implies that the local energy density of the vector
cloud is bounded by
maxA  eA2maxm2ee
2
: (A.11)
The energy extraction rate from the cloud and black hole system is saturated at _Mtot 
 2!ImaxA V. Note that as is seen from eq. (A.3), for E > m2e=e, the nonlinear eect in the
eective Lagrangian becomes larger and the eective mass may changed by O(1). After all,
the eect of the Schwinger pair production constrains the eciency of the superradiance
and the energy density of the vector boson cloud is bounded as (A.11), although still there is
a gradual energy loss due to the pair production. In section 3 we discuss phenomenological
implications in the context of the photon superradiance around primordial black holes.
A few comments are in order. First, we discuss the validity of the use of the Schwinger
pair production rate calculated for a static electric eld. If the one electron pair creation
rate is much larger than the oscillation frequency of the vector boson, our assumption is
justied. The former is12
 e+e  
Z
d3x S ; (A.12)
12For the particle production by the broad parametric resonance, which is discussed in section 3.4, it is
known that the particle creation occurs during a single oscillation of the heavier particle [48]. It is possible
that the same is the case for the Schwinger process. If so,  e+e  = m
 1
e , which is much larger than
eq. (A.12). In any case, the constant eld approximation is valid.
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Figure 4. The function f( eA). We have taken ~rmin = 0:1; 0:2 and 0:3 from top to bottom.
and the latter is around A. Therefore, for
eA2f( eA) > 24A
m4e
; (A.13)
the constant eld approximation is good enough. Actually this is well satised aroundeA  eAmax for the case of photon superradiance around PBHs mentioned above.
Second, we comment on the Pauli blocking eect. If the electron and positron in
the cloud were conned and abundant, the Schwinger process would be stopped due to
the Pauli blocking. However, if the electron-positron abundance is high enough, the pair
annihilation process also occurs. This can put the upper bound on the number density of
the electron and positron. Let Ee denote a typical energy of the electron/positron and we
express the electron/positron number density as,
ne+(Ee) = ne (Ee)  cE3e : (A.14)
Then the pair-annihilation rate is
 ann 
Z
d3xne+ne annv  ec2
m4e
3A
(A.15)
for Ee  me, where ann is the annihilation cross section and v is the relative velocity. The
annihilation rate is smaller than the supply of the electron-positron pair, eq. (A.12), if
c2 <
eA2f( eA)
3e
 1: (A.16)
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Otherwise, the annihilation rate exceeds the Schwinger production rate. Since this crossover
happens at c  1, we conclude that the Pauli blocking does not aect our estimation.13
The same is also true even if the electrons/positrons are highly relativistic: Ee  me.
B Radiation due to nonlinearity
In this appendix we briey derive formula for energy loss of boson cloud due to the radiation
of particles induced by nonlinearity.
B.1 Scalar radiation
The equation of motion of a scalar eld  is written as
@2
@t2
 r2 + 2

(t; ~x) = S(t; ~x); (B.1)
where S(t; ~x) denotes the source of . In the case of axion with cosine potential as studied
in section 3.2, we have S = 2a
3=(6f2). We assume that the source (or the axion cloud) is
localized around ~x = 0 and we want to derive the scalar ux at far distant place.
The general solution to eq. (B.1) is expressed as
(t; ~x) =
Z t
 1
dt0
Z
d3x0G(t  t0; ~x  ~x0)S(t0; ~x0) (B.2)
=
Z
dt0d3x0
Z
dk
42r
k
!k

cos(kr   !k(t  t0))  cos(kr + !k(t  t0))

S(t0; ~x0); (B.3)
where !k 
q
k2 + 2, r  j~x ~x0j and G(t t0; ~x ~x0) denotes the retarded Green function:
G(t  t0; ~x  ~x0) =
Z
d!
2
Z
d3k
(2)3
e i!(t t0)+i~k(~x ~x0)
 (! + i)2 + k2 + 2
; (B.4)
In the case of our interest, we can take the massless limit  ! 0 for radiated axion,
since the typical frequency of the radiated axion is ! ' 3 and it is relativistic. Under
this assumption, the equation is simplied as
(t; ~x) =
Z
d3x0
S(tret; ~x
0)
4r
; tret  t  r: (B.5)
The energy-momentum tensor of the scalar is
T () = @@ 
1
2
g(@)
2   gV (): (B.6)
It satises the conservation law: @T

() = 0. Thus we obtain
dE
dt
=  
Z
dSi T
i0
() =
Z
r2d
T
()
0r '  
Z
r2d
 _2(t; ~x); (B.7)
13Here we have neglected e+ and e  interaction with the background plasma. It is sucient, however,
since our purpose here is to just show that the Pauli blocking is inecient.
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where E =
R
V d
3xT 00() is the total energy inside the volume V. By substituting (B.5), the
energy loss rate of the cloud per solid angle is estimated as
dE
dtd

=   1
162
Z
d3x0 _S(tret; ~x0)
2
: (B.8)
It gives eq. (3.11). Let us assume that the source has a almost single frequency of !. Then
we can write the solution (B.5) as
(t; ~x) =
Z
d3x0
4r

S(!; ~x0)ei!tret + h:c:
 ' Z d3x0
4R
h
S(!; ~x0)ei!(t R)+i~k
0~x0 + h:c:
i
; (B.9)
where R = j~xj and ~k0 = ! x^. Thus the energy loss rate is
dE
dtd

'   2!
2
162
Z d3x0S(!; ~x0)ei~k0~x02 ; (B.10)
which is consistent with eq. (54) of ref. [10].
B.2 Vector radiation
One can derive a similar result for the case of vector. The equation of motion of vector
eld is 
@2
@t2
 r2 + 2A

A(t; ~x)  @@A(t; ~x) = S(t; ~x): (B.11)
Again S(t; ~x) is the source of the vector eld, which is assumed to be localized at ~x ' 0.
In the case studied in section 3.3, it is given by S = 
2
AXA=Xmax.
Here we make several approximations. For jX=Xmaxj  1, one obtains @A ' 0.
We also take the massless limit A ! 0 for the radiated vector eld since its frequency
is typically ' 3A and it is relativistic. Then one can solve the equation of motion in a
completely parallel way to the scalar case:
A(t; ~x) =
Z
d3x0
S(tret; ~x
0)
4r
; r  j~x  ~x0j; tret  t  r: (B.12)
The energy-momentum tensor of the vector eld is
T (A) =  FF +
1
4
gFF
 + 2A

AA   1
2
gAA


: (B.13)
Noting that jA0j  jAij in our situation of interest, the energy ux is given by
T
(A)
i0 ' _Aj(@iAj   @jAi)  _Aj@iAj ; (B.14)
where in the last similarity we used the fact that @jAi    _Aix^j and _Aj x^j is rather sup-
pressed due to the condition @A
 ' 0. It satises the conservation law: @T(A) = 0. Thus
we obtain
dE
dt
=  
Z
dSi T
i0
(A) =
Z
r2d
T
(A)
0r '  
Z
r2d
 _A2i (t; ~x); (B.15)
where E =
R
V d
3xT 00(A) is the total energy inside the volume V. Therefore, by substituting
the solution (B.12), the energy loss rate of the cloud per solid angle is estimated as
dE
dtd

   1
162
Z
d3x0 _Si(tret; ~x0)
2
: (B.16)
It gives eq. (3.19).
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